The purpose of this paper is to introduce the notions of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy ideals of a fuzzy ordered semigroup with the ordering being a fuzzy relation. Several characterizations of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left (resp. right) ideals and .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals are derived. The lattice structures of all .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy (interior) ideals on such fuzzy ordered semigroup are studied and some methods are given to construct an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy (interior) ideals from an arbitrary fuzzy subset. Finally, the characterizations of generalized semisimple fuzzy ordered semigroups in terms of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy ideals (resp. .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals) are developed.
Introduction
Based on Zadeh's fuzzy set theory, the study of fuzzy algebraic structures has started in the pioneering paper of Rosenfeld [1] in 1971. Rosenfeld [1] introduced the notion of fuzzy groups and showed that many results in groups can be extended in an elementary manner to develop the theory of fuzzy group. Since then the literature of various fuzzy algebraic concepts has been growing very rapidly. Using the notion "belongingness .2/" and "quasi-coincidence .q/" of a fuzzy point with a fuzzy set proposed by Pu and Liu [2] , the concept of .˛;ˇ/-fuzzy subgroups, where˛;ˇare any two of f2; q; 2 _q; 2^qg with˛¤2^q, was introduced by Bhakat and Das [3] in 1992. Particularly, it was pointed out in the same paper that .2; 2 _q/-fuzzy subgroup is an important and useful generalization of Rosenfeld's fuzzy subgroup. After that, these generalizations have been extended to other algebraic structures by many researchers, for example, Davvaz [4] , Jun and Song [5] , Kazancı and Yamak [6] , Khan and Shabir [7] , Yin et al. [8] , Zhan and Yin [9] , Davvaz and Khan [10] , etc. As a generalization of the quasi-coincident relation .q/ of a fuzzy point with a fuzzy subset, Jun [11] defined .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy subalgebras in BCK/BCIalgebras. In [12] .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy h-ideals and .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy k-ideals of a hemiring are defined and discussed. Shabir et al. [13] characterized different classes of semigroups by the properties of their .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy ideals and .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy bi-ideals.
By an ordered semigroup we mean a semigroup together with a partial order that is compatible with the semigroup operation. Since ordered semigroup has a close relation with theoretical computer science, especially with the theory of sequential machines, formal languages, computer arithmetics, and error-correcting codes, it has been extensively investigated by many researchers (see e.g. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ). On the other hand, the concept of fuzzy orderings was introduced and investigated at the very beginning by Zadeh [23] . The motivation for Zadeh [23] to do this research was that the crisp partial orders are useful tools for modeling various situations in which different kinds of comparison appear, while fuzzy partial orders are more sensitive than their crisp counterparts. During the past 10 years, many authors investigated fuzzy orders with their applications to various branches of mathematics and computer sciences. Some examples are as follows. Zhang et al. [24, 25] analysed the properties of fuzzy domains and fuzzy complete lattices. Lai [26] , Yao [27] and Hao [28] investigated the relationships between fuzzy orders and fuzzy topological spaces. Based on fuzzy posets, Yao et al. [29, 30] studied the fuzzy Scott topologies and fuzzy Galois connections. Since ordered semigroups and fuzzy orderings both have applications across a wide variety of fields, researchers turn to consider the combination of these two concepts. In [31] , Hao defined fuzzy ordered semigroups based on fuzzy partial orders and studied their representation by sets. After that, Wang [32] solved the problem of embedding such a fuzzy ordered semigroup into a fuzzy quantales.
In this paper, the method of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy generalization is applied to fuzzy ordered semigroups in which the orderings are fuzzy relations. We introduce the concepts of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy ideals and .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals of a fuzzy ordered semigroup and present several characteristic theorems of them. We describe the .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy ideals and .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals generated by a fuzzy subset and the structures of all .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy (interior) ideals of a fuzzy ordered semigroup. In order to exhibit some applications of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy (interior) ideals, we investigate the characterizations of generalized semisimple fuzzy ordered semigroup by the properties of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy (interior) ideals.
Basic definitions and results
Recall that an ordered semigroup is a partially ordered set .S; 6/ with an associative multiplication " " which is compatible with the ordering, i.e., for any x; y; z 2 S , x 6 y implies xz 6 yz and zx 6 zy.
For two subsets A; B of S, we denote .A D ft 2 S W t 6 h; for some h 2 Ag and AB D fab W a 2 A; b 2 Bg. A nonempty subset A of S is called a left (resp. right) ideal of S if: (1) SA Â A (resp. AS Â A) and (2) b 6 a 2 A implies b 2 A. An ideal of S is a non-empty subset which is both a left and right ideal of S. A nonempty subset A of an ordered semigroup S is called an interior ideal of S if: (1) SAS Â A, (2) AA Â A and (3) b 6 a 2 A implies b 2 A.
Let X be a nonempty set. An arbitrary mapping f W X ! OE0; 1 is called a fuzzy subset of X and the symbol F .X/ denotes the set of all fuzzy subsets of X . For˛2 .0; 1 and A Â X , the fuzzy subset˛A is defined by A .x/ D˛if x 2 A and˛A.x/ D 0 otherwise. In particular, when˛D 1,˛A is said to be the characteristic function of A, denoted by f A ; when A D fxg,˛A is said to be a fuzzy point with support x and value˛and denoted by x˛.
A fuzzy point x˛is said to belong to (resp. be quasi-coincident with) a fuzzy subset f , denoted as x˛2 f (resp. x˛qf ), if f .x/ >˛(resp. f .x/ C˛> 1). In [11] , Jun generalized the concept of x˛qf as x˛q k f if f .x/ C˛C k > 1, where k 2 OE0; 1/. If x˛2 f or x˛q k f , then we write x˛2 _q k f . By the symbol x˛Cf we mean that x˛C f does not hold, where C2 f2; q k ; 2 _q k g. Now, using the above notions, we define an ordering "Â _q k " on F .X /. Let f; g 2 F .X /. If for any fuzzy point x˛on X , x˛2 f implies x˛2 _q k g, then we write f Â _q k g. D 1 k, and hence x˛q k g. Thus, in both cases we always have x˛2 _q k g. Therefore, f Â _q k g.
The following lemma can be obtained directly from Lemma 2.1.
It is natural to ask wether f Â _q k g and g Â _q k f imply f D g. The following example gives a negative answer to this question. Let f; g 2 F .X/. We define a relation on F .X / as follows. If f Â _q k g and g Â _q k f , then we write f Á k g. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that Á k is an equivalence relation on F .X /.
Definition 2.4 ( [24, 34] ). Assume that X is a nonempty set. A fuzzy relation e W X X ! OE0; 1 on X is called an fuzzy partial order if for any x; y; z 2 X , (1) (Reflexivity) e.x; x/ D 1; (2) (Transitivity) e.x; y/^e.y; z/ 6 e.x; z/; (3) (Anti-symmetry) e.x; y/ D e.y; x/ D 1 implies x D y.
A nonempty set X equipped with a fuzzy partial order is called a fuzzy partially ordered set, or shortly a fuzzy poset.
Definition 2.5 ( [31, 32] ). A fuzzy ordered semigroup is a triple .S; e; / consisting of a nonempty set S together with a fuzzy relation e and a binary operations on S such that (1) .S; e/ is a fuzzy poset; (2) .S; / is a semigroups; (3) e.x; y/ 6 e.z x; z y/ and e.x; y/ 6 e.x z; y z/ for all x; y; z 2 S.
A fuzzy ordered semigroup .S; e; / is said to be commutative if x y D y x for all x; y 2 S. By the identity of S we mean an element I 2 S such that x I D I x D x for all x 2 S. In what follows, for the sake of simplicity, we shall write xy instead of x y, for any x; y 2 S. Example 2.6. Let S be a nonempty set, 6 be a binary relation on S and be a binary operation on S . For˛2 OE0; 1/, we define a fuzzy relation e 6 on S as follows: 8.x; y/ 2 S S , e 6 .x; y/ D ( 1; x 6 y ; ot herwi se then .S; e 6 ; / is a fuzzy ordered semigroup if and only if .S; 6; / is a crisp ordered semigroup.
In the sequel, the symbol Â denotes the Godel implication on OE0; 1, i.e., Â.r; t / D ( 1; r 6 t t; r > t , 8r; t 2 OE0; 1 (see [33] ). Then, a binary operation on F .S /, which is induced directly by Â , can be defined by Â.f; g/.x/ D Â.f .x/; g.x// for any f; g 2 F .S / and x 2 S .
Example 2.7. Define a fuzzy relation e W OE0; 1 OE0; 1 ! OE0; 1 by (8x; y 2 OE0; 1, e.x; y/ D Â.x; y/) and a binary operation W OE0; 1 OE0; 1 ! OE0; 1 by (8x; y 2 OE0; 1, x y D x^y). Then .OE0; 1; e; / is a commutative fuzzy ordered semigroup with the identity 1.
Definition 2.8 ([31]
). Let .S; e; / be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and f 2 F .S /. Then f is called a fuzzy left (resp. right) ideal of S if the following conditions hold:
(1) f .y/ > f .x/^e.y; x/ for any x; y 2 S; (2) f .xy/ > f .y/ (resp. f .xy/ > f .x/) for any x; y 2 S.
By a fuzzy ideal, we mean the one which is both a fuzzy left and fuzzy right ideal.
Let .S; e; / be a fuzzy ordered semigroup. We define a unary operation . and a binary operation ı e on F .S/, respectively, as follows: 8f; g 2 F .S /, 8x 2 S,
e.x; y/^f .y/.
(2) .f ı e g/.x/ D W .y;z/2S S f .y/^e.x; yz/^g.z/.
Particularly, for an element x of S , we shall write .x instead of .f fxg . It is clear that
e.y; z/^f fxg .z/ D e.y; x/:
In addition, if .f D f , then f is called a fuzzy lower set (See [24, 34] ).
Remark 2.9. Let .S; e; / be a fuzzy ordered semigroup. Then (1) ı e is associative on F .S /, that is, .f ı e g/ ı e h D f ı e .g ı e h/ for any f; g; h 2 F .S /.
(2) If S is a commutative fuzzy ordered semigroup, then ı e is commutative on F .S /, that is, f ı e g D g ı e f for any f; g 2 F .S /.
Finally, we develop some basic properties of the multiplication ı e . We will omit the proofs because they are trivial.
Proposition 2.10. Let .S; e; / be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and f; g; h i 2 F .S /, i 2 I . Then
The item (1) in above proposition indicates that for any f; g 2 F .S /, f ı e g is a fuzzy lower set, and the item (2) shows that ı e is distributive over arbitrary unions.
Proposition 2.11. Let .S; e; / be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and
Proposition 2.12. Let .S; e; / be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and A; B Â S.
.2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left (resp. right) ideals
To avoid repetitions, from now S will always mean a fuzzy ordered semigroup .S; e; /.
Definition 3.1. A fuzzy subset f of a fuzzy ordered semigroup S is called an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left (resp. right) ideal of S if for any x; y 2 S and˛2 .0; 1, the following conditions hold.
A fuzzy subset f of S is called an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy ideal if it is both an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal and .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy right ideal of S . We note that, whenever a statement is made about .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideals, analogous statement holds for .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy right ideals.
In what follows, we develop some characterizations of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideals of a fuzzy ordered semigroup. for some x; y 2 S , then there exists˛2 OE0; 1 such that f .y/ <˛< f .x/^e.y; x/^1 k 2
. Then it follows that x˛2 f . Meanwhile, since f .y/ < e.y; x/, we have Â..x; f /.y/ D Â.e.y; x/; f .y// D f .y/. This yields the following two assertions.
(i) y˛2Â..x; f /. Indeed, since Â..x; f /.y/ D f .y/ <˛, we have y˛2Â..x; f /.
(ii) y˛q k Â..x; f /. In fact, a routine calculation implies that Â.
, thus we have y˛q k Â..x; f /. Hence, y˛2 _q k Â..x; f /, which contradicts to (F1a). Therefore f .y/ > f .x/^e.y; x/^1 k 2
for any x; y 2 S. In a similar way, we can prove that f .xy/ > f .y/^1 , then f .y/ > f .x/^e.y; x/, it derives f .y/ > f .x/ or f .y/ > e.y; x/. Since f .y/ > f .x/ implies Â..x; f /.y/ D Â.e.y; x/; f .y// > f .y/ > f .x/ >˛and f .y/ > e.y; x/ implies Â..x; f /.y/ D 1 >˛, we always have y˛2 Â..x; f /. Hence y˛2 _q k Â..x; f /. This means that (F1a) holds. Similarly, we can prove that (F2a) holds.
Note that every fuzzy left (resp. right) ideal of S according to Definition 2.8 is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left (resp. right) ideal of S . However, the following example reveals that an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left (resp. right) ideal is not necessarily a fuzzy left (resp. right) ideal. , f˛is either empty or a left ideal of the ordered semigroup .S; 6˛; /, where f˛D fx 2 S W f .x/ >˛g and 6˛D f.x; y/ 2 S S W e.x; y/ >˛g.
. Then it is easy to check that .S; 6˛; / is an ordered semigroup. Now, if f˛¤ ;, we show that f˛is a left ideal of .S; 6˛; /. Let x; y 2 S be such that y 6˛x and x 2 f˛, then e.y; x/ >˛and f .x/ > . Since f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that f .y/ > f .x/^e.y; x/^1 k 2 >˛, which implies y 2 f˛. Next, let x 2 S and y 2 f˛. Then f .xy/ > f .y/^1 k 2 >˛, i.e., xy 2 f˛. Thus, f˛is a left ideal of .S; 6˛; /.
((H) For x; y 2 S , set˛D f .x/^e.y; x/^1 k 2 , then˛2 OE0;
and f˛is nonempty. By the assumption, f˛is a left ideal of .S; 6˛; /. Since y 6˛x and x 2 f˛, we have y 2 f˛, which implies that f .y/ >˛D f .x/^e.y; x/^1 . Therefore, by Proposition 3.2, f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal of .S; e; /. , which implies y˛2 .f , y˛2f and y˛q k f , a contradiction to (F1c). Therefore, the condition (F1b) holds. Similarly, we can prove that (F2b) is valid.
Let .S; e; / be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and x 2 S. Recall from Section 2 that the fuzzy subset .x is defined by .x.y/ D e.y; x/ for all y 2 S. Now we generalize it as follows. For any x 2 S and˛2 .0; 1, U.xI˛/ is a fuzzy subset of S defined by U.xI˛/.y/ D˛^e.y; x/ for all y 2 S. One may easily observe that U.xI 1/ D .x and x˛2 U.xI˛/.
Proposition 3.6. Let S be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and f 2 F .S /. Then f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal of S if and only if for any x; y 2 S and˛2 .0; 1, the following conditions hold. . Therefore, by Proposition 3.2, f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal of S .
In the following, we intend to construct an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal from an arbtrary fuzzy subset of a fuzzy ordered semigroup. Proposition 3.7. Let S be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and f 2 F .S /. Then .
k 2
/ S ı e f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal of S.
Proof. Straightforward by Propositions 2.10 and 3.5. ; x 2 f˛/ o for any x 2 S. Then hf i is the least .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal of S that contains f . Where, for any subset A of S, OEA˛is the left ideal of the ordered semigroup .S; 6˛; / generated by A, i.e., OEA˛D fx 2 S j x 6y f or some y 2 A [ SAg.
Proof. We will complete the proof by three steps.
Step 1: hf i is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal of S . For any x; y 2 S, define two sets . In a similar way, we can prove that hf i.xy/ > hf i.y/^1 k 2 for any x; y 2 S. Therefore, hf i is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal of S.
Step 2: f Â hf i. For any x 2 S , since f˛Â OEf˛˛for every˛2 OE0; 1, we have
This implies f Â hf i, as required.
Step 3: hf i Â g for any .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal g of S with f Â g. For any˛2 OE0;
, it follows from Proposition 3.4 that g˛is either empty or a left ideal of the ordered semigroup .S; 6˛; /. In both cases, we always have g˛D OEg˛˛. Thus, for any x 2 S, we have
This implies that hf i Â g.
Naturally, we can consider the greatest .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal of a fuzzy ordered semigroup contained in a fuzzy set. For this, we have the following result. . Therefore, i.f / is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal of S.
(ii) i.f / Â _q k f . For any D˛^.
/ 2 B 3 , we have U.xI˛/ Â _q k f . Combining Lemma 2.1, we get that f .x/ > U.xI˛/.x/^.
Since is an arbitrary element of B 3 , we have
f / for any .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal g that is contained (under Â _q k ) in f . For any fuzzy point x˛2 g, since g is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideal, it follows from Proposition 3.6 that U.xI˛/ Â _q k g and U.axI˛/ Â _q k g for any a 2 S . Thus, for any x 2 S, we have
This implies g Â i.f /, as required.
The following two propositions are easy to prove. Proposition 3.11. Let f and g be two .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy left ideals of a fuzzy ordered semigroup S. Then so is f ı e g.
Let F id l.S / be the set of all .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy ideals of S. Then it follows from Theorem 3.8, 3.9 and Proposition 3.10 that
Let us recall that a quantale is a triple .Q; ; 6/ such that .Q; 6/ is a complete lattice, .Q; / is a semigroup and for any x 2 Q and fy i g i2I Â Q,
Combing Proposition 2.10, 3.10 and 3.11, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.12. Let S be a fuzzy ordered semigroup. Then .F id l.S /; Â; ı e / is a quantale.
.2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals
Definition 4.1. Let S be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and f 2 F .S /. Then f is called an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of S if it satisfies (F1a) and for any x; y; z 2 S and˛;ˇ2 .0; 1, the following conditions hold. (F3a) x˛; yˇ2 f ) .xy/˛^ˇ2 _q k f ; (F4a) y˛2 f ) .xyz/˛2 _q k f . for any x; y; z 2 S.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.2. Proposition 4.3. Let .S; e; / be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and f 2 F .S /. Then f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of S if and only if for each˛2 OE0; 1 k 2 , f˛is either empty or an interior ideal of the ordered semigroup .S; 6˛; /.
Proof. The proof runs parallel to that of Proposition 3.4.
Proposition 4.4. Let S be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and f 2 F .S /. Then f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of S if and only if
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 4.5. Let S be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and f 2 F .S /. Then f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of S if and only if for any x; y; z 2 S and˛2 .0; 1, the following conditions hold.
Proof. The proof runs parallel to that of Proposition 3.6. Theorem 4.6. Let S be a fuzzy ordered semigroup and f 2 F .S /. Put
for any x 2 S . Then hf i is the least .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of S that contains f , where, for any subset A of S , OEA˛is the intersection of all crisp interior ideals of the ordered semigroup .S; 6˛; / containing A.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.8.
Proposition 4.7. Let ff i W i 2 I g be a family of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals of a fuzzy ordered semigroup S .
Proof. It is easy to verify.
The following example indicates that S i f i is not an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of S , in general. 
In what follows, we discuss the structures of all .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals of a fuzzy ordered semigroup. By the way, we will give an answer to the question which raises naturally from Example 4.8, that is, under which conditions S i f i is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal? Before doing this, we first review some basic concepts in lattice theory. A nonempty subset P of an ordered set L is said to be directed if for every pair of elements x; y 2 P , there exists an element z 2 P such that x 6 z and y 6 z.
Definition 4.9 ([35]).
A non-empty family L of a set X is said to be a topped algebraic
As a fuzzy version of above definition, we present the following.
Definition 4.10. Let F be a nonempty family of fuzzy subsets of a set X . Then F is said to be a topped algebraic fuzzy
Let F I id l.S / be the set of all .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals of S and ; 2 F I id l.S /.
Theorem 4.11. Let .S; e; / be a fuzzy ordered semigroup. Then .F I id l.S /; Â/ is a topped algebraic fuzzy T -structure.
Proof. Clearly, by Proposition 4.7, the items (1) and (2) in Definition 4.10 hold in .F I id l.S /; Â/. Now, let ff i g i2I be a directed family of F I id l.S /. We prove that S i2I f i 2 F I id l.S /. In fact, let f D S i 2I f i , then we obtain: (i) Since each f i (i 2 I ) is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of S , for any x; y 2 S, we have f .x/^e.y; x/1
(ii) For any x; y 2 Q, we have
Now, we prove that Equation () holds. It is clear that
, and hence there exists a real number
. On one hand, since
, there exists i; j 2 I such that r < f i .x/^f j .y/^1 k 2
. Since ff i g i2I is directed, there exists k 2 I such that
. On the other hand,
< r, we have f i .x/^f i .y/^1 k 2 < r for every i 2 I , a contradiction. So,
(iii) For any x; y; z 2 Q, we have
Corollary 4.12. Let ff i W i 2 I g be a directed family of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals of a fuzzy ordered semigroup S . Then S i f i is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of S.
Let L be a complete lattice. An element x 2 L is said to be compact, if for any subset P Â L with y 6 W P , there exists a finite subset Q Â P such that x 6 W Q. A complete lattice L is said to be an algebraic lattice, if every x 2 L can be written as a join of compact elements. The following result is well known in lattice theory.
Proposition 4.13 ([35]). Every topped algebraic
T -structure is an algebraic lattice.
However, using the concept of .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals, we can give an example to illustrate that a topped algebraic fuzzy T -structure is generally not an algebraic lattice.
Example 4.14. Let S be a fuzzy ordered semigroup. By Theorem 4.11, .F I id l.S /; Â/ is a topped algebraic fuzzy T -structure and it is trivial that .F I id l.S /; Â/ is a complete lattice. Now, let f 2 F I id l.S / be such that f ¤ ;. Define a family of fuzzy subsets as follows:
Then it is easy to verify that g n is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of S for every n 2 N and fg n g n2N is a directed family. Thus, by Theorem 4.11, we have f D S 1 nD1 g n D W 1 nD1 g n . However, f can not be expressed as a join (equivalently, a union) of any finite sub-family of fg n g n2N . Thus f is not a compact element in F I id l.S /. Therefore, .F I id l.S /; Â/ is not an algebraic lattice because there is no compact element in it more than ;. Proposition 4.15. Let .S; 6; / be an ordered semigroup. Given any chain of subsets S 0 Â S 1 Â Â S n D S and any chain of relations 6 0 Â 6 1 Â Â 6 n D 6 of 6 such that S j is an interior ideal of ordered semigroup .S; 6 j ; / for every j 2 f1; ; ng. Then there exist a fuzzy subset of S f and a fuzzy relation e such that f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of fuzzy ordered semigroup .S; e; / in which the level interior ideals of f are exactly the chain
Proof. Let f˛i 2 OE0; for all x; y 2 S . Then it is not difficult to verify that e is a fuzzy partial order on S such that .S; e; / is a fuzzy ordered semigroup, and . Thus Proposition 4.3 implies that f is an .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideal of fuzzy ordered semigroup .S; e; /, and all level interior ideals of f are exactly the chain S 0 Â S 1 Â Â S n D S and f 1 k 2 D S.
Concerning the relationship between .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy ideals and .2; 2 _q k /-fuzzy interior ideals of a fuzzy ordered semigroup, we have the following result. It is a natural question: under which conditions does the converse of Proposition 4.2 hold? We will answer this question in the next section.
Application: characterizations of fuzzy ordered semigroups
As a generalization of semisimple semigroups, the concept of semisimple (crisp) ordered semigroups is proposed by Shabir and Khan in [20] . An ordered semigroup .S; 6; / is called semisimple if for any x 2 S, there exist a; b; c 2 S such that x 6 axbxc. Using fuzzy partial orders, we can now develop a more generalized type of semisimple ordered semigroups. Let .S; 6; / be a semisimple ordered semigroup in the sense of Shabir and Khan, and e 6 be the characteristic function of 6. Then it is easy to check from Definition 5.1 that .S; e 6 ; / is a generalized semisimple fuzzy ordered semigroup. This means that semisimple ordered semigroup is a special case of generalized semisimple fuzzy ordered semigroup.
